Studies have revealed that, in clinical practice, an increased awareness about the cost of any diagnostic test by the practicing physician yields a change in ordering behavior and a reduction in medical expenses. 5, 6 In 2009, the total healthcare expenditure in the United States was around $765 billion, with more than 50% of expenses attributable to avoidable physician practices, including requested diagnostic tools. 7 In this study, we hypothesised that an unrestricted use of serum lipase testing in the Emergency Department setting could be one such avoidable practice. Therefore, the aim of our study was to examine the clinical utility and economic burden of serum lipase determination at the ED of a large University Medical Centre. 
| ME THODS

| RE SULTS
During the study period, a total of 24 133 adult patients presented to our Emergency Department and 4741 (20%) had a chief complaint of abdominal pain. Of the total ED population, 5194 patients 
TA B L E 1 Baseline characteristics of study subjects
| D ISCUSS I ON
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study examining the clinical utility and economic burden of serum lipase testing in the ED setting. In this study, we show that the pattern of use is inconsistent with guidelines and leads to significant unnecessary costs and interventions. We believe that this practice is pervasive worldwide and in different settings. An audit conducted by the Biochemistry and Surgery Departments at North Bristol NHS Trust uncovered that at least 28% of ordered serum lipase tests were without indication. 9 A recent study by Reynolds and Wierzbicki pointed out that a significant amount of tests requested out of hours were unnecessary. 10 Acute pancreatitis is an inflammatory condition of the pan- (Figures 1 and 2) . 11, 12 Measuring serum lipase in all patients with abdominal pain or its inclusion as part of a "diagnostic laboratory metabolic profile" for abdominal pain should therefore be discouraged because of its significant cost implications.
Previous research has revealed that it is difficult to transform evidence-based recommendations into clinical practice. 13 Knowledge about the cost of ordered tests might also aid in preventing the buildup of unnecessary expenses. In a large review evaluating many interventions done to improve professional practice, Oxman et al found that dissemination strategies such as conferences, when used alone, have little or no added value to clinical healthcare practice. 19 Earlier studies have shown that residents in departments other than ED including paediatrics and internal medicine lack the knowledge about the cost of many tests, and awareness may therefore have a role in improving practice. 20 Our study has a few limitations. It is a retrospective study limited to a single institution and may be subject to selection bias, incomplete documentation and specific practice patterns. In addition,
given the nature of the study, we cannot confirm with certainty that 
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